In this paper, we study viscosity approximations with (ψ , ϕ)-weakly contractive mappings. We show that Moudafi's viscosity approximations follow from Browder and Halpern type convergence theorems. Our results generalize a number of convergence theorems including a strong convergence theorem of Song and Liu (Fixed Point Theory Appl.
Introduction and preliminaries
In this paper, we use the following class of mappings satisfying the so-called (ψ, ϕ)-
for all x, y ∈ M, where ψ, ϕ : [, ∞) → [, ∞) are both continuous and monotone nondecreasing functions with ψ(t) =  = ϕ(t) if and only if t = .
Remark . We remark that if ϕ(t) = ( -r)t with r ∈ (, ), then (.) reduces to (.).
If ψ(t) = t, then (.) recovers (.). In fact, weakly contractive mappings are also related closely to nonlinear contractions. If α is continuous and ϕ(t) = t -α(t) then (.) turns into (.). We have the following irreversible implications (see [] , Example .).
Thus (ψ, ϕ)-weakly contractive mappings are more general than its predecessors as listed above.
Theorem . ([]
, Theorem .) Every (ψ, ϕ)-weakly contractive mapping of a complete metric space has a unique fixed point.
It was observed by Ðorić [] that the continuity of ϕ can be relaxed to lower semicontinuity in Theorem ..
Let X be a real Banach space with its dual space X * and Y be a nonempty closed convex subset of X. Let x, x * be the dual pairing between x ∈ X and x * ∈ X * , and J : X →  X * be the normalized duality mapping on X defined by
for all x ∈ X. Then X is said to be smooth or to have a Gâteaux differentiable norm if lim t→ x+ty -x t exists for each x, y ∈ X with x = y = . A Banach space X is said to be uniformly smooth whenever given ε >  there exists δ >  such that for all x, y ∈ X with x =  and y ≤ δ, then x + y + x -y <  + ε y .
Definition . []
Let Y be a nonempty closed convex subset of a Banach space X and Z a nonempty subset of Y . A retraction from Y to Z is a continuous mapping P :
A retraction P from Y to Z is sunny nonexpansive if P is both sunny and nonexpansive [-].
A well-known way to find a fixed point of a nonexpansive mapping is to use a contraction to approximate it (Browder [, ]). More precisely, fix z ∈ Y and define a mapping f t :
for all x ∈ Y and given t ∈ (, ). It is easy to see that f t is a contraction on Y and the BCP ensures that f t has a unique fixed point u t ∈ Y , that is,
In , Halpern [] introduced the following iteration for an arbitrary z ∈ Y and a sequence {α n } ⊂ (, ):
for n ∈ N, where S : Y → Y is a nonexpansive mapping. 
where P is the unique sunny nonexpansive retraction from Y onto F(S).

Theorem . [, ] Let X, Y , S, P and z be as in Theorem
for n ∈ N, where {α n } is a real sequence in (, ) satisfying
Then {u n } converges strongly to P(z).
In , Moudafi [] generalized Browder's and Halpern's theorems and proved that in a real Hilbert space H, for a given u  ∈ Y ⊆ H, the sequence {u n } generated by the
for n ∈ N ∪ {}, where f : Y → Y is a contraction, S : Y → Y a nonexpansive mapping and {α n } ⊆ (, ), satisfying certain conditions, converges strongly to a fixed point of S in Y , which is the unique solution to the following variational inequality:
Moudafi's generalizations are called viscosity approximations. 
for n ∈ N, converges strongly. (B) Let {α n } be a sequence in [, ] with lim n→∞ α n =  and
for n ∈ N, converges strongly.
It is well known that if X is a Hilbert space, Y is bounded and {S n } is a constant sequence S, then (X, Y , {S n }, {/n}) has both the Browder and the Halpern properties (cf. 
for each z ∈ Y and n ∈ N, converges strongly to . (ii) However, the quadruple (X, Y , {S n }, {α n }) does not satisfy the Halpern property, as the series ∞ n= α n is a convergent series. (iii) If we take α n =  n , then the quadruple (X, Y , {S n }, {α n }) satisfies both the Browder and the Halpern properties. We note that {S n } is not a constant sequence here. 
Proposition . Let Y be a closed convex subset of a smooth Banach space X and Z a nonempty subset of Y . Let S : Y → Y be a nonexpansive mapping, P : Y → Z a unique sunny nonexpansive retraction, and T : Y → Y a (ψ, ϕ)-weakly contractive mapping with ψ convex. Then (a) the composite mapping S • T is (ψ, ϕ)-weakly contractive on Y ; (b) the mapping S t = tT + ( -t)S for t ∈ (, ) is (ψ, φ)-weakly contractive on Y and u t is the unique solution of the fixed point equation u t = tT(u t ) + ( -t)S(u t ), where φ(s) = tϕ(s) for each fixed t ∈ (, ); (c) P(T(z)) = z if and only if z ∈ Y is the unique solution of the variational inequality
Proof (a) For any x, y ∈ Y we have
S T(x) -S T(y) ≤ T(x) -T(y) .
Since ψ is nondecreasing and T is a (ψ, ϕ)-weakly contractive, the above inequality reduces to
ψ S T(x) -S T(y) ≤ ψ T(x) -T(y)
≤ ψ x -y -ϕ x -y .
Therefore the mapping S • T is a (ψ, ϕ)-weakly contractive. (b) Let x, y ∈ Y . Then for each fixed t ∈ (, ), we have
S t (x) -S t (y) = tT(x) + ( -t)S(x) -tT(y) + ( -t)S(y) ≤ ( -t) S(x) -S(y) + t T(x) -T(y) ≤ ( -t) x -y + t T(x) -T(y) .
Since ψ is nondecreasing, the above inequality reduces to
Convexity of ψ implies ψ S t (x) -S t (y) ≤ ( -t)ψ x -y + tψ T(x) -T(y) .
Since T is (ψ, ϕ)-weakly contractive, we have
Thus, the mappings S t is (ψ, φ)-weakly contractive and by Theorem ., S t has a unique fixed point u t in Y . (c) By (a) and Proposition ., the mapping P • T is (ψ, φ)-weakly contractive. By Theorem ., P • T has a unique fixed point P(T(z)) = z ∈ Z. By Lemma ., such a z ∈ Z satisfies (.). Next, we show that the variational inequality (.) has a unique solution. Let w ∈ Y be another solution of (.). Then
Adding (.) and (.)
which implies that
Since ψ is nondecreasing and T is a (ψ, ϕ)-weakly contractive, we have
Therefore ϕ( w -z ) ≤ , and w = z.
Now we present our first convergence result. 
for n ∈ N, converges strongly to
Proof Proposition .(b) ensures the existence and uniqueness of {u n }. It follows from Proposition .(a) and Proposition . that P • T is a (ψ, ϕ)-weakly contractive mapping on Y . Therefore, by Theorem . there exists a unique element z ∈ Y such that P(T(z)) = z. Define a sequence {v n } in Y by
for n ∈ N. Then it is easy to see that {v n } converges strongly to P(T(z)). Now, for n ∈ N,
Since ψ is nondecreasing, we have
Further, (ψ, ϕ)-weak contractivity of T implies
Since v n → z as n → ∞, we get
The continuity of ϕ and ϕ() =  imply that
Therefore {u n } converges strongly to z. Then the mapping S n is nonexpansive for each n ∈ N and T is (ψ, ϕ)-weakly contractive. Let {α n } be a sequence in (, ] defined by α n =  n+ . Then the quadruple (X, Y , {S n }, {α n }) satisfies the Browder property and for each z ∈ Y , we have
By Theorem ., put P(z) = lim n→∞ v n = z. Then P is an identity mapping. Now
). Thus the quadruple (X, Y , {S n }, {α n }) satisfies all the conditions of Theorem . and the sequence {u n } strongly converges to 
for n ∈ N, converges strongly to a unique point P(T(z)) = z ∈ Y .
Proof By Propositions . and .(a), the mapping P • T is (ψ, ϕ)-weakly contractive on Y . From Theorem ., there exists a unique z ∈ Y such that z = P(T(z)). For n ∈ N, we define a sequence {v n } in Y by
Then by the assumption {v n } converges strongly to P(T(z)). Now for n ∈ N, we have
Since S n is nonexpansive and ψ is nondecreasing and convex, we have
By (ψ, ϕ)-weak contractivity of T, we get
The continuity of ψ, ϕ and v n → z as n → ∞ imply that
Thus, for some (sufficiently large) N  ≤ n, we have ψ u n+ -v n+ ≤ ψ u n -v n -α n ϕ u n -v n + α n v n -z .
For n = ψ( u n -v n ), we get the following recursive inequality:
where ε n = v n -z and β n = α n ε n . Now, by Lemma ., Proof This follows from Theorem . when ψ(t) = t.
